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1. Introduction 
The need for new notions of partial correctness has emerged from studies on 
cooperation of applicative and imperative elements of programs. Whereas the latter 
can be neatly specified and verified by the usual inductive assertions, there is no 
apparent way to apply the same approach to the former. The obvious reason is that 
functions are not called in order to change states-the realm that assertions can 
capture. On the other hand, while the lambda-calculus i  perfectly suited to functions 
and values, its treatment of imperative elements of programs is hardly satisfactory. 
This paper puts forward a natural way to incorporate functions into a programming 
logic built along the lines of Hoare’s axiom system (see [6]); which we call term-wise 
correctness. 
The first reason to consider the correctness of programs with respect to terms 
rather than predicates is a simple observation that the classical Hoare’s logic, 
although complete, is too weak to specify programs. Even if we know that a command 
c is correct with respect to predicates 
n20 and x=n! 
we still cannot claim that c computes factorials since c might update n instead (e.g. 
c might be: n := 0; x := 1). One way out is to carefully distinguish between variables 
and constants. Another is Manna’s and Pnueli’s binary postassertions method (see 
[8]). Still another, put forward in this paper, is to allow 
where t, and tz are terms and c is a command, to mean 
the value of tz after execution of c is, 
if defined, equal to the value of t, before 
Now {n!} c {x} means that c assigns to x the factorial of the initial value of n. 
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Although the idea behind this new notion of partial correctness is so different, 
the actual correctness calculus is very close to the classical Hoare’s logic. Backward 
substitution and loop invariants work in a standard way-but now, expressions are 
substituted for variables in terms rather than in predicates and loop invariants are 
terms rather than predicates. 
In the world of recursive procedures and functions the classical Hoare’s logic, 
with the imposed distinction between constants and variables, becomes confusing. 
An assertion inside a procedure body that relates a local variable to a constant 
should at the same time relate other incarnations of the same variable on different 
levels of recursion to other constants. Presumably the simplest reatment is the one 
described by Apt in [l]. For recursive procedures with local variables one needs 6 
additional inference rules and 1 axiom. 
O’Donnell in [9] gave a critical study of existing inference systems for user defined 
functions. O’Donnell’s conclusion is that all known inference systems (including 
one of his own) are either unsound or impractical in that they do not allow for a 
correctness proof to reflect the structure of the user’s program. 
I believe that the inference system presented here escapes O’Donnell’s criticism. 
It is, moreover, relatively simple. It contains at most one rule for each syntactic 
construct plus three consequence rules; the proofs of correctness do not involve 
such unwelcome concepts as explicit locations, stacks for procedures and environ- 
ments. It can deal conveniently with local variables and with parameters called 
either by value or by value-result. The inference system is provably sound and 
Cook-complete (cf. [3]). However, not to leave the false impression that this system 
has the best of all worlds, it cannot treat nested declarations of procedures, pro- 
cedural parameters, side effects and pointers. 
2. Algebra of partial functions 
On the semantic level, all elements of programs and their descriptions boil down 
to partial functions: commands yield functions from states to states; expressions, 
from states to values; procedures, from tuples of values to tuples of values; and 
assertions, from states to logical values. If we can express partial correctness in a 
simple theory of partial functions, the applicative elements will fit there as well. 
Fundamental operations over partial functions are composition, tupling, restric- 
tion, choice and iteration. 
Composition of functions f and g is defined by 
(note that f is applied first). 
Tupling of partial functions fi, . . . , fn is a function into the Cartesian product of 
their destinations defined as follows: 
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, f,,(a)) if all components are defined 
otherwise. 
The restriction of function f with respect to function g is defined by 
((g)f)(a) = {$jfined ftghy-&RuE’ 
Usually, function g that restricts f is logical valued, but this need not be the case: 
(g)f is undefined whenever g is not TRUE-Whether g is undefined, FALSE, a number, 
or anything else. 
Choice is defined as follows: 
f,(a) if g(a) = TRUE, 
(g+f* Ifi) = 
( 
fi(U) if g(U) = FALSE, 
undefined otherwise. 
Here again there is no need to assume that g is logical valued. 
Finally, iteration is defined recursively by 
if g(U) = FALSE, 
(g*f)(a) = (ag*f)tf(a)) ifg(U) =TRUE, 
undefined otherwise. 
:ions is ordered by ‘horizontal’ inclusion: 
rf(a)isdefinedthenf(a)=g(a). 
order with the totally undefined function as its bottom 
:a1 operations are continuous with respect to this order 
in [2]). 
lg language 
:ion of syntax and intuitive description of semantics of 
tage. A formal definition of semantics is in Section 5 
Ihe style of presentation follows initial chapters of 
: considered in this paper involves the following syntac- 
(typical element: x, vector of variables is denoted: Z), 
rs (typical element: a), assumed to contain logical 
v, 
e names (typical element: p), 
,pical element: t) defined by 
(r), 
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Pterm -the set of program terms (typical element: pt) defined by 
pt ::= x I( pt,, . . . ,Ptn)l4Pt)lP(Pt)l 
if pt’ then pt, else ptz fi 
Gterm -the set of generulised terms (typical element: g) defined by 
g ::= pt I c;pt 
Cmd -the set of commands (typical element: c) defined by 
c::=f:=ptIc,; c21 
if pt’ then cl else c2 fi ( 
while pt’ do c od 
Dee - the set of procedure declarations (typical element: d) defined by 
d ::= proc p(a); g carp 
Syst -the set of systems of declarations (typical element: sd) defined by 
sd::=d ,,.. . ,d,. 
There is a context restriction: variables in vector f in assignment Z:= pt must be 
distinct. The set of terms is a subset of the set of program terms which is a subset 
of generalised terms. Terms, program terms and generalised terms are primed (as 
in t’ and pt’) whenever we want to stress that they are logical valued, but this 
convention is not a part of the formal definition. 
Formal definition of semantics will follow, but first some intuitive explanations. 
All variables occurring inside a procedure body are either parameters or local 
variables so that no side effects of a procedure call are possible. All parameters are 
called by value. Procedures are only functional procedures that transform vectors 
of values into vectors of values. However the full effect of a call of an imperative 
procedure may be obtained by multiple assignment. Donahue proves in [4] that in 
a language without pointers a Pascal-like call 
PCX,, *. .f X”, t1,. * *, L) 
where the x’s are called by variable (by reference) and t’s are called by value is 
equivalent to a call that in our notation reads 
(x*9 * * * * x,):= Ph * * -, X”, t1, - - * ,4n) 
(this is basically a call by value-result on the x’s). 
There is no provision for passing procedural parameters. Procedures may call 
each other recursively but there is no nesting of procedure declarations. 
Terms, program terms, generalised terms and commands are parts of procedure 
bodies and operate on local states. Here again no side effects are allowed. As will 
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be seen from the semantic definition (Section 5) execution of command 2 := pt in 
state s consists of splitting s into two copies (operation of tupling), evaluating pf 
on one of them and updating the other with the obtained vector of values for 
variables 2 in the other copy of s. 
On the semantic level there is a domain A and a set of partial operations on 
Cartesian powers of A: 
{[a]: u E Z}. 
In general, brackets [. . .] are used to denote the semantic meaning of a syntactic 
construct. It is assumed that domain A contains at least truth elements FALSE and 
TRUE and that logical connectives - , A, v have the usual meaning and are undefined 
for non-truth values. 
Finally define the following domains: 
S = Vur + A-the set of states (typical element: s), i.e. of partial functions 
from variables to values, 
@ = Proc + A* -r, A’-the set of valuations of procedure names (typical 
element: cp) where 
A*= u A’, A+= u A’ 
i=o.1,2,... i= 1,2.3.... 
and A’ is the ith Cartesian power of A; a valuation of procedure 
names assigns to every procedure name a partial function over tuples 
of values. 
The typing of partial functions that correspond to the elements of the programming 
language is as follows: 
[t]:S+A+ 
term yields a vector of values given a state; 
[pt]:@+S+A+, [&?-&+A+ 
program term and generalised term are like a term, only their meaning may depend 
on a valuation of procedure names; 
[c]:@-*S+S 
command also depends on a valuation of procedure names; given a state it yields 
a new state; 
[d]: @+A*+A+ 
procedure declaration yields a partial function on vectors of values given a valuation 
of procedure names; 
[sd] : @ 
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system of declarations defines a valuation of procedure names, i.e. assigns to every 
procedure name a partial function over vectors of values. 
4. Partial correctness 
Assume now that a certain system of procedure declarations defines a valuation 
of procedure names cp E @. 
Given a generalised term g we may try to find non-program terms t’ and I such 
that 
(~~‘l>cgl(so)) G [tl. (4.1) 
(4.1) means that evaluation of g in a state that satisfies t’ yields, when defined, the 
value of t in this state. Let us use the simpler syntactic notation 
(r’)g E t (4.2) 
to stand for (4.1). 
Given a command c we may try to find non-program terms t’, t, and tz such that 
([r’l>(([cl(~))‘[tzl) G [hl. (4.3) 
(4.3) means that execution of c followed by evaluation of tz in a state that satisfies 
t’ yields, when defined, the value of t, in this state. Let us use the simpler syntactic 
notation 
(t’)c;t* c Cl (4.4) 
to stand for (4.3). Note that (4.4) may be also viewed as an instance of (4.2) (with 
g = c;tz and t = t,) and both have the same semantic meaning (to prove this use 
the definition of the semantics of c;t from Section 5). 
Both (4.2) and (4.4) may be viewed as statements of partial correctness of term 
g and command c respectively. Non-program terms t’, t, t, and tz give a description 
of their semantics in a similar manner as assertions in Hoare’s logic do. This 
description is partial because if g (resp. c) fails to terminate properly then (4.2) 
(resp. (4.4)) holds. 
As it will turn out in Section 5 the inference rules for these new notions of 
correctness are similar to the classical ones. In particular, one may use backward 
substitution and invariants. 
To give some flavour of the new approach we give an outline of a proof of 
correctness of the factorial command: 
whilen#Odox:=x*n;n:=n-lod (4.5) 
We first prove that term x* n! is an invariant of this loop. This is done by backward 
substitution: 
(TRUE)n:=n-l;x*n!!Zx*(n-l)! 





Now, since n#Oj(x*n)*(n-l)!==x*n!, (4.6) implies 
(n#O)x:=x*n;n:=n-l;x*n!cx*n!. 
and hence term x * n! is really the loop’s invariant. On the other hand, n = 0*x = = 
x * n!. Hence 
(TRUE) 




This gives a partial description of properties of (4.5): provided that the loop 
terminates, it yields the initial value of x multiplied by the initial value of n!. 
Note that the above proof uses twice an implication of form 
t’ * t, = = tz. (4.7) 
It may not be quite obvious what (4.7) means if t’, t, or tz is undefined. For the 
rest of the paper the convention is to use the equality = = of terms in the strong 
sense, i.e. 
t, = = t2 
means 
Lb1 g Lb1 and Ed c [bl. 
This must not be confused with the usual logical valued strict operator =, which 
may be defined in Z. Note that = = compares whole functions rather than single 
values. If the value of t’ is FALSE or undefined then (4.7) is valid. E.g. 
n#O 3 (x*n)*(n-l)!==x*n! 
is valid, but 
(x*n)*(n-l)!==x*n! 
is not valid because for n = 0 the right-hand side is defined whereas the left-hand 
side is not. 
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5. The semantics and proof rules 
The inference system contains three consequence rules: 
(Gl) Link with underlying logic: 
t’ * t, = = tz 
E(f) t, E f2 
(G2) Strengthening of t; in (t;) g c t: 
c-(t’)t{ c t; 
c-(rG)g c t 
I+ A t;>g E t 
(G3) Weakening of tl in (t’) g E t,: 
+(t’)g E t, 
+(t’>g E f2 
The soundness of (Gl) through (G3) follows directly from semantic definitions 
(4.1) and (4.3) and from the conventions of Section 2. 
The remaining inference rules follow closely the syntactic definition of the language 
given in Section 3. 
The following cases apply to program terms. Remember that 
[g]:@+S-+A+. 
- Variable: x 
[xl(cp)(s) =s(x). 
There is no need for a separate proof rule for a simple program term x. Whenever 
a statement of partial correctness of the form 
(t’) xc_ t 
is needed, first prove t’ax = = t and then apply (Gl). 
- Tuple: (pt,,...,pt,J 
[( Pf*, * * * 7 P~“)l(cp) =[phl(cp)O* * ~0[PcJ(cp). 
(Tl) I-0’) ptl c r, 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
C-(f) ptn s t, 
w> (pt,, . * * 7 Ph) G lb, * * * 9 cl) 
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- Operator: a(pf) 
[dPt)l((P) = rPtl(cP)~[~l. 
The hypothesis of (T2) states that program term pt is evaluated ‘almost like term 
t’, the conclusion states that program term a is evaluated ‘almost like term 
a(t)‘. The almosts are due to the presence of restriction t’ and to one way inclusion 
rather than equality. 
- Function call: p(p?) 
rP(Pt)l(qo) =[Pfl(cp)Ocp(P)- 
(T3) uar( t;) = uar( t,) = f 
Wl,) p(f) c 11 
+( t;> pt c t2 
Denotation (r,):; requires that f2 be a tuple of terms of the same length as f In 
this case, ( t,)~z is term t with free occurrences of variables from f replaced syntacti- 
cally by respective terms from tuple tz. The first hypothesis of rule (T3) is a 
description of procedure call p(T) in terms of parameters f The second one says 
that arguments pt are ‘almost like term r2’. Rule (T3) joins both together. 
- Conditional expression: if pt’ then pr, else ptz fi 
[if pt’ then ptl else pt2 fi]( (9) 
([PUcp) + [Phl(cp) I [Pt2l(co)h 
(T4) t-(t’) pf’ 5 tl 
t-( t’ A t&) pt, E t 
I+’ A -it;> pt2C I 
I-( t’) if pt’ then pt, else ptz fi 5 t 
The following case applies to generalised terms. Remember that 
[g]:@+S+A+. 
- Compound term: c;pt 
[c;ptl(cp) = [cl(cp)~[P~l(cp). 
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(W dom[t~] = s 
c( rb> pt c to 
I-( t’) C;t;l G TRUE 
i-(f) c;tos t 
I-(t’) c;pr c t 
The first hypothesis is a description of program term pt by term to, under restriction 
of t& The second hypothesis ensures that restriction r& holds after the execution of 
command c. The metatheoretical assumption that this a total predicate (dam denotes 
domain of a partial function) is essential: otherwise the first two hypotheses of (T5) 
are satisfied vacuously by t&= (FALSE)TRUE (totally undefined predicate). 
The following cases apply to commands. Remember that 
[c]:@-,S-+S. 
- Assignment: 5 := pt 
Assume that f = (xi,. . . ,x,) and [pt](q) =fl@+ - -Of”. Then 




s(x) if x is none of xi, . . . , x,. 
If the length of vector R does not match that of [pt](q) then function [Z:= pt] is 
undefined, i.e. it is the bottom element in a-, S+ S. 
>I 
This is the backward substitution rule. In most cases the right-hand side of an 
assignment is a non-program term and it is possible to use a simpler rule instead: 
(Cl’) t-(T~uE)z:=t; t,G(r,);i 
- Composition : c, ; c2 
[c,;cd(P> =[c11((9)“[c21(sc). 
There is no need for a separate proof rule for c1;c2. Whenever a statement of partial 
correctness of form 
c = Cl, 
pt= Ml, 
t=tz. 
(t’) cI;c2;t, G t2 is needed, apply (T5) with 
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- Conditional command: if pr’ then cl else c2 fi 
[if pt’ then c, else c2 fi]( cp) 
= ([Pfl-, [Cll(rp)l[C2l((P>). 
Note, that by the definition of choice (Section 2), evaluation of pt’ does not affect 
the state. 
(C2) i-(f) pt’ c tc; 
t-(t’ A t;> c,;t, 5 t, 
+(t’ A 1tb) cz;t, E tz 
+(r’) if pt’ then cl else c2 fi; t, E t2 
[whiIept’docod](cp)=[pr’](cp)*[c](cp). 
Note, that by the definition of iteration (Sectjon 2), evaluation of pt’ does not affect 
the state. 
- Loop: while pt’ do c od 
(C3) dom[ tb] = S 
I-( t&) pt’ G t’ 
I-( tI, A t’) C;fl, C TRUE 
F(f;, A f) c;t2 c t2 
k(t; A lt') I, C t2 
k( t&) while pt’ do c od; t, G t2 
The first hypothesis is a description of program term pt’ by term t’ under restriction 
of t& The second hypothesis ensures that restriction tb holds after every run through 
command c. The third hypothesis states that term t, is an invariant of the loop. 
The following case describes procedure declaration. Remember that 
[d]:@+A*+A+ and @=Proc+A*+A’ 
- Procedure declaration: proc p( 2); g carp 
rproc p(f); g corpl(cpN3 =Cgl((P)(~o) 
where 
f = (x1,.*-, x,) is the vector of parameters, 
a = (a,, . . . , a,,) is the vector of values, 
so is the state defined by 
so(x) = 
ai ifx=xi(forcertaini=l,...,n), 
undefined if x is none of x,, . . . , x,. 
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If the length of d does not match that of X, [proc p(T); g corp](cp)(d) is undefined, 
i.e. it is the bottom element in A*. 
Thus, to evaluate a procedure declaration over a vector d of values, first create 
a new (local) state so with those values corresponding to parameters, then evaluate 
generalised term g. 
There is no need for a separate proof rule for procedure declaration. 
Following case describes systems of declarations. Remember that 
[sd]: @ and O=Proc+A*+A’. 
- System of declarations: d,, . . . , d, 
[d,, . . . , d,] = the least fixed point of functional F : @ + @ 
defined as follows: 
[ 
[di](q) if p is the name of a procedure defined by di, 
F(v)(p) = undefined (bottom in A* --* A+) if p is not a name 
of eitherof d,,. . . ,d,. 
To justify the correctness of this definition, note that the ‘vertical’ order defined by 
cpi~cp2 e cP1(P)CcP2(p)foreverypEProc 
is a complete partial order in 0. This guarantees the existence and uniqueness of 
least fixed points for continuous functionals on @. Now, F is certainly continuous 
because it is defined using only the continuous operations of Section 2. 
The following proof rule is the special case for a system that consists of exactly 
one procedure. The general case is left to the reader. 
(S) proc p( 2); g carp 
uar( t’) = var( t) = 2 
(t’>p(f)E t I- (t’)gc_t 
E(t’> p(Z) c t 
(cf. Hoare’s rule in [7]). The hypothesis should be read as: we can prove (t’) gE t 
under the assumption of (t’) p(f) E t. 
This rule reflects the usual understanding of recursion: to prove the correctness 
of a procedure call, prove the correctness of its body under the assumption that 
the internal calls in this body are correct. 
The soundness of (S) depends on the soundness of the remaining rules: if either 
is unsound then so is (S) because an unsound rule allows to prove the hypothesis 
of (S) in no relation to its conclusion. The actual proof of soundness of (S) makes 
use of Scott’s induction (see e.g. de Bakker [2]), which is the basic technique to 
prove statements about fixed points. 
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6. Example: tree traversal 
In this section a proof of correctness of a tree traversal program is carried out 
using the axiomatic system of Section 5. 
The shape of trees is as follows: every vertex u is provided with a real value u. uaf, 
a non-negative number of sons v.no and an array u.son,, . . . , ~.son,,,, of pointers 
to the vertices that are the sons of u. 
The following procedure computes the sum of all values in the tree whose root 
is u: 
proc sumual( u); 
s:= s.ual; i:= 1; 
while i s u. no do 





The procedure involves recursive calls from inside the loop. Moreover its correctness 
may not be proved by the traditional partial correctness approach since sumuaf is 
called applicatively. These applicative calls occur along with imperative elements 
such as assignments and loop, so the mixed approach has to be used. 
We want to prove that 
(TRUE) sumual( u) E suM( u) 
where SUM is the function that yields the sum of real values in the tree with root 
u. In view of rule (S), this boils down to proving 
(TRUE) s := u. ml; i = 1; while. , . od; s E SUM(U) (6.1) 
under the assumption 
(TRUE) sumual( u) c suM( u). (6.2) 
By rule (T3) (on function calls) (6.2) implies 
(TRUE) SZdmUU/( U.SOfZit) G SUM( U.SOfZit). (6.3) 
To avoid lengthy formulas let us denote 
1 SUM( 0. SOnit) 
j=k....,l 
by S(u, k, I). It is easy to prove by backward substitution that 
s+S(u, i, u.no) 
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is an invariant of the while loop in the body of procedure sumual: 
(TRUEA is v.no) 
S:=s+sUmUUl(v.sonit); 
j:=j+l; 
s+S(u,i, u.no)~s+S(v,i,u.no). (6.4) 
The formal proof of (6.4) is quite long and involves using (6.3) and rules (Gl), 
(G2), (G3), (IX), (T2), (T5), (Cl), (Cl’) and the following obvious implication: 
TRUE =$' 
s+SUM(U.SOni~)+S(U, i+l, U.nO)== 
s+S(u, i, u.no). 
Next, note that 
(TRUEA+~ u.nO) sc s+S(U, i, U.nO) 
(by rule (Gl)). This together with (6.4) and the obvious inclusions 
(TRUE) i S u.no E i c u.no 
and 
(TRUE A is u.no) . . . body of loop. . . ; TRUE s TRUE 
yields 
(TRUE) while. . . od; SC s+S(u, i, u.no) 
by the loop rule (C3). Again by backward substitution 
(-I-RUE) 
s := u.val; 
i:= 1; 
while . . . 
od; 
SE ?I.val+S(u, 1, u.no) 
which by (Gl) and (G3) implies (6.1) since 
U.Ud+S(U, 1, U.nO)=SUM(U). 
7. Relative completeness 
Assume that 
(r’)g c I (7.1) 
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is true of generalised term g. Is it possible to derive (7.1) in the inference system 
presented in Section 5? 
The answer is yes, provided that the underlying algebra is expressive enough to 
contain: 
- for every r’ E Term, g E Gterm, q E @, a term t E Term such that 
-for every ti E Term, c E Cmd, cp E 0, a term t’ E Term such that 
TRUE if there exists such an sI E S that s = [c](~)(si) 
[fl(s) = and [ti](s,) =TRUE, 
undefined otherwise; 
- for every g E Gterm, q E 0, a term t’ E Term such that 
if [g]( cp)( s) is defined, 
otherwise. 
At first glance the expressiveness requirement may seem unrealistic. But note that 
every concrete program contains only a finite number of generalised terms and 
commands and its correctness may be fully proved using only a finite number of 
terms. Also note that, given a system of procedure declarations, one needs to 
consider only a single valuation of procedure names. Therefore, for the needs of a 
given program it is possible to extend our algebra with anything necessary to prove 
the correctness of the program. As a matter of fact this has been the case in Section 
6 where operator SUM was introduced into the usual algebra of trees and reals. 
Let us denote the set of states for which term t’ returns TRUE by {r’}. 
Theorem 1. Assume that the algebra is expressive in the above sense. If for a certain 
generalised term g and terms t’ and t 
(t’) g E t 
holds and moreover {t’} g dom([g]( cp)), then 
+(t’) g 5 t 
may be derived in the inference system. 
The proof of this theorem, which is long, technical and boring, is by the structural 
induction on generalised term g. It is constructed along the definition of semantics 
from Section 5 and sort of reverses proof rules (Tl)-(T5), (Cl)-(C3), (S) by 
showing that whenever conclusions are true then their hypotheses are true for 
certain terms. 
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8. Relation to the usual partial correctness 
The usual partial correctness with respect to predicates may be defined as follows: 
command c is partially correct wrt logical terms t{ and t; iff 
([W[cl(co) G [cl(co)~([~;l> (8.1) 
denoted by: {ti} c {ts} (see: de Bakker [2]). The following theorem relates (8.1) to 
the term-wise correctness as introduced in Section 4. 
Theorem. Let domf, resp. ran f, denote the domain, resp. the range, of a partial 
function f. Let r; and r; be logical valued terms. 
(a) Zf ran([c](cp)) E dom[ti]. then 
(TRUE)C;~;~ r{ 
implies 
{t;} c {t;} and {it;} c {it;}. 
(b) Zf dOm([(TRUE)C](cp)) E dom[ti], then 
{t;} c {t;} and {it;} c {it;} 
imply 
(TRUE) c; t; E ti. 
The proof consists of application of definition (8.1) of {t;} c {t;} and the definition 
of term-wise correctness from Section 4. 
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